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The place from Mishawaka offers 17 different dishes and drinks on the card at an average $4.4. What Jessica
Kelley likes about Blaze Kitchen:

Two of these loaded potatoes and a garlic seafood boil! This is like my 8th time getting food from here and I
didn't think they could amaze me any more then they already have then I tasted this loaded potato! It was like a

taste of heaven! Food like this is rare!! ???? read more. What Reina Jazzy doesn't like about Blaze Kitchen:
Giving 2 because mine and my husband lobster tail was not cooked all the way the price was not good I mean I
know seafood is expensive but I mean it boxed seafood I would understand if it was fresh but I mean it was okay

to try the guy was super nice I give him a 5 but over all as far as food a 2 or 3 read more. Should you wish to
sample tasty American courses like burgers or barbecue, then Blaze Kitchen in Mishawaka is the ideal place for

you, You can also discover delicious South American cuisine in the menu. Also, they provide you flavorful
seafood dishes, here they serve a comprehensive brunch for breakfast.
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So� drink�
WATER $2.0

Seafoo�
LOBSTER TAIL

Beverage�
FOUNTAIN DRINK $2.0

Brunc� P�z�
BUILD YOUR OWN PIZZA $8.0

Pi�'� Galor�
S'MORE PIE $2.0

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LOBSTER

P�z�
SIMPLE PIE PIZZA $5.0

ART LOVER PIZZA $8.0

Salad�
CAESAR SALAD $4.0

ROASTED VEGGIE GORGONZOLA
SALAD $4.0

ANTIPASTO SALAD $7.0

Ingredient� Use�
MILK $2.0

SEAFOOD

POTATOES

GARLIC

SHRIMP
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